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A little girl describes how she feels about her parents'
separation and explains how she spends the time she's
with each of them
The Amazing Book of No was just announced as a
Winner of the 2015 Readers Favorite Award for K-3rd
grade readers. "The Amazing Book of No" is a
deceptively simple story that will teach your 3-7 year old
how to accept the word "no" when you say it, and why
they shouldn't argue. The story is about two moms and
their children. One mom says "no" all the time, while the
other says "yes" to everything. It is cute and engaging all
in one, and designed not to take up too much of a
parents valuable time, with the idea being to try and
imprint wholesome ideals while kids are young. Reading
this just a few times to your boy or girl at bedtime will
ensure you don't have any misunderstandings with your
children about the word "NO" as they grow older. This
really is: The Amazing Book of No!
- LARGE PRINT EDITION - More children than ever are
facing life without one or both parents. Absentee parent
questions rank among the top parent and guardian
concerns - until now. In Absentee Parent Left Behind
Child, parenting expert and author, Scott Luper, MA,
gives help and hope to the multitude of caregivers facing
the realities of raising the child of an absentee parent.
Using experiences from his son's absentee parent
questions and the information gathered from single and
absentee parent interviews, Mr. Luper lays out the
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concise, easy to follow plan that helps caregivers answer
these difficult and extremely important questions. Mr.
Luper also shows, with real world examples and proven
strategies, how to, not only answer absentee parent
questions but also, use these opportunities to bring
parents and children closer. Features: The child's point
of view The step by step process Examples and
discussions from real world situations The two moment
strategy The seven pitfalls to avoid Tips and strategies to
help children thrive
"Once upon a time," "And sometime back in the day,"
"My dad played with music." "He was a DJ." A dad was a
DJ back in the day. This picture book is a simple and
unique story about a dad and his incredible passion for
music. This book has an engaging rhyming style that
makes it perfect for reading aloud to young children. Visit
the Author Page at: www.Deesignery.com
Eleven-year-old Isabella’s blended family is more
divided than ever in this “timely but genuine” (Publishers
Weekly) story about divorce and racial identity from the
award-winning and New York Times bestselling author of
Out of My Mind, Sharon M. Draper. Eleven-year-old
Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she has to switch
lives every week: One week she’s Isabella with her dad,
his girlfriend Anastasia, and her son Darren living in a
fancy house where they are one of the only black
families in the neighborhood. The next week she’s Izzy
with her mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a small,
not-so-fancy house that she loves. Because of this,
Isabella has always felt pulled between two worlds. And
now that her parents are divorced, it seems their fights
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are even worse, and they’re always about HER. Isabella
feels completely stuck in the middle, split and divided
between them more than ever. And she is beginning to
realize that being split between Mom and Dad involves
more than switching houses, switching nicknames,
switching backpacks: it’s also about switching identities.
Her dad is black, her mom is white, and strangers are
always commenting: “You’re so exotic!” “You look so
unusual.” “But what are you really?” She knows what
they’re really saying: “You don’t look like your parents.”
“You’re different.” “What race are you really?” And
when her parents, who both get engaged at the same
time, get in their biggest fight ever, Isabella doesn’t just
feel divided, she feels ripped in two. What does it mean
to be half white or half black? To belong to half mom and
half dad? And if you’re only seen as half of this and half
of that, how can you ever feel whole? It seems like
nothing can bring Isabella’s family together again—until
the worst thing happens. Isabella and Darren are
stopped by the police. A cell phone is mistaken for a gun.
And shots are fired.
We can not raise a happy child if we are constantly
screaming threats at them. No parent sets out to hurt
their child, but this type of parenting does just that. To
raise a happy child that wants to behave, you need to
retrain yourself first. You need to change the way you
think and react to their behavior. You need to understand
your triggers and heal yourself. Only then you can begin
to heal your relationship with your children. Making the
decision to be a positive parent will benefit your whole
family. You will find that your children want to behave
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and follow your rules. You will be less stressed out by
the end of the day. Your house will not feel like a battle
zone. Instead, you can create a home full of peace and
love for the whole family. This book will show you why
strict and permissive parenting do not work. You will
learn just how easy it is to embrace a positive parenting
style. While learning how to be a positive parent, you will
not only heal the relationship with your children but heal
yourself along the way.
Through Mama's severe case of hyperemesis
gravidarum Little Bunny learns perseverance and hope.
The young narrator describes the best Christmas ever
but the illustrations reveal a series of hilarious disasters.
Parents and children will delight in the contradictions
between words and pictures. Look out for other books in
this unique series for children aged seven to eight years.
Dating a Single Mom In a Brave New World by Willis Combs
http: //www.pickupdater.com/ In this book we cover: 1.
Benefits To Dating a Single Mom In a Brave New World 2.
YOU Exist In Her World 3. Don't Smother Her ... She May
Have Feces To Clean Up 4. When To Meet Her Kids 5. Baby
Daddy ... The Other Man 6. Dealing with Conflict In Your
Relationship 7. Is She a Lady Or a Tramp? 8. What To Take
Away 9. The Secret Law Of Attraction - #1 Most Attractive
Quality YOU Can Ever Have ...
An Air Force wife and mother of identical twins, Susanna
teaches sanity-saving strategies to help parents handle the
logistics of caring for multiples-even without having family
nearby or hiring extra help. Sanity-saving topics include:*
Preparing for two babies-what parents really need to buy and
where they can find it (without breaking the bank!)* Maternity
wear for an expectant (and expanding) mom of two* Bed rest,
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labor, delivery, and the possibility of preemies* Breastfeeding
twins-yes, it can be done!* Sleep-how to get it sooner rather
than later* The daily routine-the sanity-saving details that new
parents crave about how they will successfully manage caring
for two babies.With a master's degree in education and
experience as a second grade and fifth grade teacher,
Susanna understood how to manage a classroom, but found
few resources on how to manage caring for two infants. Twin
Sanity provides soothing encouragement to new and
expectant parents of twins, both through practical, researchbased how-tos and "I've been there, thought that, you're not
going crazy" journal excerpts from when the author was an
expectant mother of twins, herself."Susanna's book was my
go-to survival guide my first year of twin mommyhood." -JulieRose Tedrick"I wish I'd had this book when my twins were
born! This is the best advice book for twins that I've seen. I
highly recommend this book for any mom (or dad) expecting
twins!" -Ellengray Schroeder
A hockey romance love story challenging the creation of love
itself. Is love something manifested through experience,
wants, needs, desire and luck? Or is love just "there?"
Perhaps the seed of love is planted by the spiritual energies
of the universe after which fateful life experience dictates.
True love manifested dependent on circumstance.
Uncontrollable, creating anxiety with the thought. Cathy
Wilson delivers again with a spectacular story in fiction
hockey romance. A tale of two lives so inertly different
interconnecting through a passion for hockey. Marcus, a
young man you normally wouldn't notice. Rather plain
looking, not many friends, more like acquaintances, definitely
a different breed. A people pleaser you could say. Used often
by acquaintances and discarded afterwards. Marcus grounds
himself playing hockey, the only time he can shut his
"thoughts" off. Falls head over heels for a wonderful woman
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at a vulnerable time in her life. Trista, a single young mother
of three struggling to make ends meet. Desperate to give her
kids the world but unable to accept the support she needs to
do so. Strong willed, determined, trusting, forgiving, with a
carefree spirit and unguarded heart. They meet . . . Her gut
says no. Her head says yes. A decision that will change her
life forever. Deep dark secrets uncovered, wrongs trying to be
made right. Should Trista follow her inert instincts, vulnerable
head or confused head? Hockey romance at it's best!
Lynsie Fox has what she considers to be a perfect life.
Married to Lincoln, a military pilot, she's living the Army life
she's always loved. Being a sucker for great love stories,
Lynsie makes it her mission to find Lincoln's best friend and
co-pilot, Dax Adams, a good woman. Losing the one woman
he's ever loved, Dax attempts to be a good sport by playing
along in Lynsie's match-making scheme. However, Dax is
certain he will never get the woman of his dreams. But life
doesn't always fly smoothly. When turbulence strikes, Lynsie
watches her world crash and burn around her, leaving her
empty with broken wings. Despite her grief, can she mend the
pieces back together and learn to fly again?
Sometimes, the things that a child hears about himself or
herself is confusing to him or her. That is the case with the
young boy in Almond Eyes. As a young child, he is constantly
told that he has "beautiful Almond Eyes". He doesn't
understand what this means until he asks his mother. She
explains that his eyes are shaped like almonds because he is
Korean. The boy then notices the different eye shapes of all
of his friends. This is a wonderful book about celebrating the
differences among friends.
An Urban Tale...Detective Bronson (aka DB) & his partner
Detective Mitchell are lead detectives in Washington, D.C.'s
Homicide Division. In one month they come across several
murders that are linked together in more ways than one.
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Meanwhile Bleek (aka DaJuan), Detective Bronson's son, is a
decent student and a star athlete. The absence of his
deceased mother, and a father who's consumed by his career
& new love interest, is slowly changing his life. So he clings to
his closest friends, and his girlfriend Tykia for love & sense of
family. An unexpected twist turns the case upside down &
leaves Detective Bronson with one of the toughest choices in
his life.
#1 New York Times Best Seller! "Eleanor & Park reminded
me not just what it's like to be young and in love with a girl,
but also what it's like to be young and in love with a
book."-John Green, The New York Times Book Review Bono
met his wife in high school, Park says. So did Jerry Lee
Lewis, Eleanor answers. I'm not kidding, he says. You should
be, she says, we're 16. What about Romeo and Juliet?
Shallow, confused, then dead. I love you, Park says.
Wherefore art thou, Eleanor answers. I'm not kidding, he
says. You should be. Set over the course of one school year
in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed misfits-smart
enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but brave
and desperate enough to try. When Eleanor meets Park,
you'll remember your own first love-and just how hard it pulled
you under. A New York Times Best Seller! A 2014 Michael L.
Printz Honor Book for Excellence in Young Adult Literature
Eleanor & Park is the winner of the 2013 Boston Globe Horn
Book Award for Best Fiction Book. A Publishers Weekly Best
Children's Book of 2013 A New York Times Book Review
Notable Children's Book of 2013 A Kirkus Reviews Best Teen
Book of 2013 An NPR Best Book of 2013
When a young girl ventures through a hidden door, she finds
another life with shocking similarities to her own. Coraline has
moved to a new house with her parents and she is fascinated
by the fact that their 'house' is in fact only half a house!
Divided into flats years before, there is a brick wall behind a
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door where once there was a corridor. One day it is a corridor
again and the intrepid Coraline wanders down it. And so a
nightmare-ish mystery begins that takes Coraline into the
arms of counterfeit parents and a life that isn't quite right. Can
Coraline get out? Can she find her real parents? Will life ever
be the same again?

Terrie and Doug Oxtal gave their lives to a dream. After
over 35 years of marriage the result of their devotion to
four children and each other, life was perfect until the
day they left the hospital with only their youngest son
Andrew's jacket. The unspeakable grief that took over
their lives is captured in letters written to Andrew where
the love spills on to every page. The journey is there, the
love is there, the sense of loss is there between the lines
of shock and pain, with a true understanding of
compassion. The Oxtal family knows Andrew has gone
home, and they live with him in their hearts, until they
meet again. For those who have suffered the loss of a
child, this mother's letters will take you to a place so
familiar they won't make you feel alone. For those who
have not lost a child, this book will take you to a place
where love is all that matters.
Kerri Louise is Mean Mommy!With her fearless and
hilarious attitude toward modern motherhood, comic
Kerri Louise tells all and never holds back. Truthful and
funny, Mean Mommy is a practical and no-nonsense
guide to raising kids. Like the baby wipe warmer you
bought for $29.95, Kerri knows you don't need another
book about motherhood. But this book costs less and
offers advice and laughter that will last way longer than
the warm feeling on your baby's butt. "Women want
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guidance when it comes to bringing up our little, spoiled
rotten snot factories -- but it's too late to help our
husbands," says Kerri. What we really want is Mean
Mommy's frank, reassuring and uproarious approach to
parenting. After all, Mean Mommies raise the best kids!
Cassie's life goes from bad to worse. Her mother is a selfabsorbed sociopath that cares for none. Cassie grins
and bears, that is until her father is diagnosed with
Cancer. That's when things get real. Cassie stands up
for herself, she walks out on those who mistreat her,
those who use her, but she also must leave those she
loves behind to accompany her father on the last journey
of his life. While caring for him, Cassie meet's Tristan.
Tristan is a wild one, at least, he was until he met her.
He stands by her side through her heartache, he is her
rock, her safe place to fall. But after her father, Patrick
passes away, she begins harbouring a secret, a secret
she keeps to herself.
This book on fatherhood is a chronicle of conversations
that a father had with his children, in an attempt to share
with them important information for successful living.
This is a book that attempts to break the silence and
break the cycle of unengaged fathers.
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and
funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the
murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected
truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows
all the countries of the world and their capitals and every
prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but
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has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot
stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow.
This improbable story of Christopher's quest to
investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog
makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and
widely heralded novels in recent years.
Some things are easier to say with pictures. When
parents decide to separate or divorce, children need
ways to sort through all the feelings, thoughts, and
worries they are facing. This drawing book encourages
kids to explore their inner world through both pictures
and words, helping them to understand themselves and
feel better during a difficult time of change. A "Note for
Parents" discusses the impact of separation and divorce
on the family, and describes the value of art therapy in
coping with stressful emotions and experiences.
From the moment a little bird tweets "Hi, Baby!" until
Momma Turle urges her baby to "crawl on over and chat
some more," your baby will thrill to all the animals
wanting to chat. You and your baby will love it!
Looking for the best gift you could ever give dad? Look
no further Our Dad Appreciation Book is the first of it's
kind. We provide the prompts but you do all the talking
by filling in the blanks. This is the gift Dad will keep and
treasure forever. It is beautifully designed on cream color
pages with wonderful quotes about dads and their
children on the back of each one. Take this opportunity
to make something for dad that is both special and
unforgettable. You also have the chance to make this
book into whatever you want it to be. It can be
humorous, loving, kind, or even silly. The possibilities are
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endless. The only thing we can guarantee is that Dad will
love and cherish it for a long time Make Dad's year by
giving him the most thoughtful and personal gift any
father can receive. The loving words of his own children
This is the story of a successful father describing his
approach to parenting, making us think and consider
what will make our children happy and successful
individuals. Ravi Mahendra is a father of three young
girls and he is passionate about parenting. He has
personally gone on a journey of learning and developing
the relationship between him and his daughters. Ravi
delights in seeing his children become bigger and better
individuals. Ravi believes passionately that parenting is
about dedication and focus. The book is based on the
principle that you are the best teacher for your children;
you can pass on your knowledge and experience to help
to support the best development of your child. The
parent is the figure of authority, with immense
responsibility for decisions regarding the children. This
book draws out the benefits of really pro-actively
grasping the responsibility and making the decisions
rather than running with the flow. The real strength of this
book lies with the thought process on determining
priorities, characteristics and values that will produce
successful children. It will inspire you to look at your
parenting approach with a fresh set of eyes and help you
to succeed on your chosen path. The book uses wellchosen examples from the world of business, politics and
historical figures to really illustrate what success means
and what needs to be done to achieve it. Ravi uses
connection of business ideas and stories with parenting
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to bring a fresh perspective on children's upbringing. .
The book is drawing interesting connection from
management and business theories to really focus on
children leading successful lives. At a practical level, the
book offers a vast array of examples on managing the
prosaic day-to-day issues. Unless the practical
challenges are resolved, it becomes very difficult to
manage the more advanced parenting questions. Ravi
does a great job in visualising the impact of our actions
now on the children in the future. Ravi Mahendra lives
with his three daughters in London. His career spans
many areas: he has built a renowned business school in
his native Sri Lanka, written business columns for
newspapers and is a prize-winning Qualified Accountant
with an MBA. Ravi is currently working as Global
Finance leader in a large insurance organisation and he
is also a regular blogger on LinkedIn. His aim is to live
life to the fullest and to raise his children as successful
and content individuals.
Emmanuel Ramos misses his mom and dad. They are
on the island of Saipan working. He is in Manila,
Philippines, with his aunt, cousins and grandparents. Will
his parents ever come back for him? Will he ever see
them again? Will Emmanuel's big dream to be with his
parents on Saipan ever come true?
The Day My Mommy Quit! Funny Rhyming Picture Book
for Beginner Readers (Suitable for ages 2-8) Beautifully
Illustrated Story that will have both parents and children
laughing out loud! Find out what happens to this family
when Mom gets fed up and decides to stop doing all the
chores. How will the family cope when they are so used
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to Mom doing so much for them? What happens next is
hilarious, but also includes a valuable lesson for the
whole family, even the cat and dog! What would you do if
your Mommy quit on you? You and your children will love
how the family resolves this issue in this adorable and
humorous tale. Scroll up and order your copy now!
Receive the kindle version FREE when ordering your
print copy.
One of The New York Times’ 16 New Books to Watch
for in March One of Publishers Weekly’s Most
Anticipated Books of the Year One of Newsweek’s Most
Highly Anticipated Books of The Year One of
Buzzfeed’s Most Anticipated Books the Year Based on
the acclaimed series—a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize—an
intimate account of the devastating effects of gun
violence on our nation’s children, and a call to action for
a new way forward In 2017, seven-year-old Ava in South
Carolina wrote a letter to Tyshaun, an eight-year-old boy
from Washington, DC. She asked him to be her pen pal;
Ava thought they could help each other. The kids had a
tragic connection—both were traumatized by gun
violence. Ava’s best friend had been killed in a campus
shooting at her elementary school, and Tyshaun’s father
had been shot to death outside of the boy’s elementary
school. Ava’s and Tyshaun’s stories are extraordinary,
but not unique. In the past decade, 15,000 children have
been killed from gunfire, though that number does not
account for the kids who weren’t shot and aren’t
considered victims but have nevertheless been
irreparably harmed by gun violence. In Children Under
Fire, John Woodrow Cox investigates the effectiveness
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of gun safety reforms as well as efforts to manage
children’s trauma in the wake of neighborhood
shootings and campus massacres, from Columbine to
Marjory Stoneman Douglas. Through deep reporting,
Cox addresses how we can effect change now, and help
children like Ava and Tyshaun. He explores their stories
and more, including a couple in South Carolina whose
eleven-year-old son shot himself, a Republican politician
fighting for gun safety laws, and the charlatans infiltrating
the school safety business. In a moment when the
country is desperate to better understand and address
gun violence, Children Under Fire offers a way to do just
that, weaving wrenching personal stories into a critical
call for the United States to embrace practical reforms
that would save thousands of young lives.
Drawing on what hard science says about the factors
that breed happiness in childhood and beyond, here are
10 simple principles for fostering the skills and habits that
will set the stage for optimism, emotional health, and
confidence for kids.
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Dr. Susan
Forward's Men Who Hate Women and the Women Who
Love Them. When you were a child... Did your parents
tell you were bad or worthless? Did your parents use
physical pain to discipline you? Did you have to take
care of your parents because of their problems? Were
you frightened of your parents? Did your parents do
anything to you that had to be kept secret? Now that you
are an adult... Do your parents still treat you as if you
were a child? Do you have intense emotional or physical
reactions after spending time with your parents? Do your
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parents control you with threats or guilt? Do they
manipulate you with money? Do you feel that no matter
what you do, it's never good enough for your parents? In
this remarkable self-help guide, Dr. Susan Forward
drawn on case histories and the real-life voices of adult
children of toxic parents to help you free yourself from
the frustrating patterns of your relationship with your
parents -- and discover an exciting new world of selfconfidence, inner strength, and emotional independence.
When the author's mother died he discovered over 200
letters in a shoe box that his father had written to her
during their separation during World War II. Captain
Lashley was stationed first at a hospital in England as a
supply officer and then as the commander of a prisoner
of war camp in France. During those months his letters
tell of the events of his life. Some are boring and seem to
be of little consequence, others are filled with emotional
turmoil. Rene Lashley, his wife, has his fourth child while
he is away, moves in with her mother and sister and
raises her other three children. Kirk, the second son, is
puzzled by what is happening, but continues doing those
things a normal child does. The book is an effort to show
the common, everyday concerns of all the family
members in what is an unprecedented time in the life of
the family and the world. The story is told through the
voices of the soldier, the mom, and the child.
Discusses some of the things that happen when parents
divorce and describes ways of adjusting to the changes
that divorce brings.
In 1845 a blight of unknown origin destroyed the potato crop
in Ireland triggering a series of events that would change
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forever the course of Ireland's history. The British government
called the famine an act of God. The Irish called it genocide.
By any name the famine caused the death of over one million
men, women, and children by starvation and disease.
Another two million were forced to flee the country. With the
famine as a backdrop, this is a story about two families as
different as coarse wool and fine silk. Michael Ranahan, the
son of a tenant farmer, dreams of breaking his bondage to
the land and going to America. The passage money has been
saved. He's made up his mind to go. And then-the blight
strikes and Michael must put his dream on hold. The landlord,
Lord Somerville, is a compassionate man who struggles to
preserve a way of life without compromising his ideals. To
add to his troubles, he has to deal with a recalcitrant daughter
who chafes at being forced to live in a country of "bog
runners."In The Time Of Famine is a story of survival. It's a
story of duplicity. But most of all, it's a story of love and
sacrifice.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and
stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation.
Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads,
moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when
sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how
to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and
couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.
When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal
West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the
dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the
resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her
parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in
a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher
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description.
Why does Mommy have to work all the time? Why can't she
tuck me in at night? This is what seven year old Gigi wants to
find out. This adorable tale will resonate with every young
reader that wants to know - "Why does Mommy work so
much?" This special classroom edition includes a language
arts literacy supplement that can be used in school or at
home!
As children of the carefree 1970s, Kim Kinzie and Dawn
Michael felt unprepared for the endless demands of 21st
century parenting. Was it just the two of them who found
motherhood so taxing? Dumbfounded, they asked fellow
moms to share their feelings about raising children. Initially,
conversations were polite and scripted. Determined to get to
the truth, the authors took a risk and shared their deepest and
darkest parenting stories. These exchanges fostered feelings
of acceptance and validation. It wasn't their inept parenting
skills, it was the impossible institution known as modern-day
motherhood. This book is a compilation of those unedited
narratives told with humor, emotion and raw honesty. It's also
a call to action, as the authors seek to create a new mode of
parenting that merges the best of the '70s with today; one that
is less kid-centric, more parent-friendly. With a nod to
celebrity elitism, they're calling this mindset "conscious
unparenting ." The authors take their mission to the next level
by asking readers to be part of their movement and begin a
parenting revolution. And it all starts with a disco ball..."
What Led Me to You is the story of how a mother's faith and
family grew in ways she never expected. Carrie became a
foster parent hoping to show the love of Jesus to children in
need. She soon discovered that she also was in need of His
love, more than ever. It wasn't until God started to peel back
layers in Carrie's life that she learned how to put her trust in
God. As Carrie started seeking God's will, her life became
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less like the cookie-cutter shape she had imagined and more
the shape God intended for her family.
How comforting would it be for you to know that you can help
your adult child live well after you are gone? I believe this
knowledge would be a great relief to you-and that is why I
wrote this book. When Brandon, my 40-year-old autistic son,
said, "I don't know what I would do without you, Mom," I knew
I had to create a detailed written plan for his future. I have
created a comprehensive, step-by-step plan and a
personalized Instructional Care Manual for you to complete
so that others can take care of and help your child live well. I
will show you how to find the right people "to stand in for you"
by creating a network of supportive individuals who can assist
and be an advocate for your child. My Step-In Parenting
Network program (SIPN) will help you identify potential "stepin parents" who can continue to love and care for your child
when you no longer can. I've also included detailed chapters
on independence because what you do today to help your
child reach maximum independence will affect the quality of
the rest of his or her life. Working on "letting go" of a special
needs adult child is a sensitive area that many parents are
afraid to face head on. However, the more your child knows
and can learn to do, one step at a time, the easier it will be for
your son or daughter to continue on. We cannot pretend that
our children will be magically taken care of in the future if we
don't do something about it today. This is why the
Instructional Care Manual (ICM) will be crucial for every child
with special needs. It will follow them wherever they go for the
rest of their lives. I wrote this book to inspire you to move
forward, knowing that there are things you can do to ensure
that your child is not alone or forgotten. By taking action now,
you will feel as empowered and relieved as I have become.
This book is your best opportunity to be heard and to help
your adult child reach maximum independence and live the
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best life possible-while you are still here, and after you're
gone. "Amalia Starr takes her readers by the hand and walks
this journey with us with sensitivity and decades of wisdom.
Every special needs parent should read this book, which
deals with the reality that our children need to be prepared to
outlive us. From tips on how to launch our adult children into
the maximum level of independent living to planning for them
to thrive after we have left this planet, this book has it allencouragement, practical advice, and the forms to create a
personalized Care Manual." Bobbi Sheahan, author of What
I'd Wish I'd Known About Raising a Child With Autism
You are a parent and with that title comes both endless joy
and incredible responsibility. You have the opportunity to
mold and shape your child in any way imaginable, and that
fact alone is scary and overwhelming. Stop thinking you have
to do it all by yourself! In The Intentional Bookshelf author,
blogger, and bibliophile-mama, Samantha Munoz shares how
her daughter's carefully curated bookshelf has saved her
sanity as a parent and can save yours, too. Through
actionable tips, thoughtful personal stories, and tongue in
cheek humor, Sam teaches you: The value of literature for
parents and children How to plan and build your child's library
The types of books to choose from How to organize your
shelves Unique activities to go outside the book and more!
The choice is yours; either struggle through parenting with no
backup or learn to craft a library of resources that is a
reflection of your child and your family. (Hint, if the second
option sounds amazing this book is for you!)"
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